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About This Game

Description

Birthdays are always days of change, even if we don't expect it. We get another year older, wiser, hopefully kinder and better,
then we were just the day before.

Birthdays can change everything about you, and about the world. Take mine, for instance.

I had no idea when my friends came to celebrate just how things would end. I had no idea that a day begun with cake and
presents, would end with a journey to stop an evil I had never heard of, a legend I didn't know, from destroying everyone and

everything I ever cared about. I didn't know that on my birthday, I would have to embrace not only my destiny, but all my
potential destinies, all of our potential destinies. Now me and my friends are exploring lost ruins, soaring through the sky on

forgotten ships, and facing down monsters that I can barely imagine, and can just barely survive, all to prevent the very literal
end of the world.
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Suddenly, getting older doesn't look so bad.

More games by Warfare Studios
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Its kinda like lufia i like it worth the money if you like these kinda of games. This game is... interesting. The main character
(you can name him and his three friends) has been given a birthday gift by his friends: a fortune telling! Unfortunately... the
fortune is rather dire. And that leads him into a great adventure.

Now, they have all their possible destinies unlocked... and they have to stop the end of the world.

Happy Birthday Hero!. Another one of those mass products from this dev. And again not a very good one.
The story, well how interesting it sounds in the end its still the same save the world.
Now to the parts that real troubles me.
Again the world is very lacking of people.
The dungeons are the usual sets without improvement.
The fights, now thats something I hate to say. Your party is optimal equipped and in full health. Sadly most of the little critters
can kill your party members with one hit....in the beginners dungeon!!!
Also after the battle it shows you how many exp. and job points you gained. Job points are vital because only with them
you can get new skills. Sadly the information is useless because they show the total Job points included those already spent. Now
this is again something that a propper dev would fix before release. But we are talking about this dev.

Again I must warn about buying this game. There are better free products around.
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